
 

 

Eutopia Ensemble was founded in 2012 by the composer Matteo Manzitti together with a group of 
musicians who shared the same commitment to the field of new music. Since the beginning, the 
project has had a twofold ambitious objective: first of all, to bring contemporary music back to the 
city of Genoa with a dedicated season; secondly, to build up an ensemble made of top players with 
international experience. So far Eutopia has produced eight editions of the Festival “Le Strade del 
Suono” and promoted many events, like the national premiere of “WTC9/11” by Steve Reich, 
“Luoghi Immaginari” by Fabio Vacchi, “Vortex Temporum'' by Gèrard Grisey,  “Professor Bad Trip” 
by Fausto Romitelli, “Eight Songs for a Mad King” by Peter Maxwell Davies; as well for the new 
operas like “In The Penal Colony” by Philip Glass, Nicola Moro’s Premiere “Love Hurts'' in Milan 
and the european Premiere of “Song from Uproar” by american composer Missy Mazzoli at the 
Festival Musiktheatertag 2018 in Vienna.  

The ensemble is focused in undiscovering new musical terrains and connections, pushing the 
innovation boundaries also in multidisciplinarity and creativity in education: some visual artists who 
worked together with Eutopia are Pietro Puccio, Gregorio Giannotta, Luca Serra, Stefano Giorgi; in 
the educational field Matteo Manzitti started the project “Budding Composers” with the support of 
Spinola-Banna Foundation, giving children the opportunity to explore new music languages at a 
young age and work on their own compositions with the musicians of the ensemble; as well the 
ensemble gave workshops for detained people in prison and on the next project will work on 
playwriting style. Important international guests came to perform with the ensemble, like the 
baritone Maurizio Leoni, the soprano Livia Rado and the guitarist Gilbert Imperial. Over the next 
year some remarkable cooperations with festivals in Italy and abroad will take place, 
OGGIMUSICA (Lugano), CEME Festival (Tel Aviv) and STAGIONE DEI CONCERTI DELLA 
NORMALE (Pisa) i.a. 
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MADNESS AND POWER 

 
Robert Schumann ended his days in a mental hospital, overwhelmed by continuous “absences” 
and exasperated mysticism. “Gesänge der Frühe” (transl. “Songs of Dawn”) and 
“Geistervariationen” (transl. “Ghost Variations”) are his last works before death and tell us about his 
inner world: nearly fathomless, independent and suspended between images and their sudden 
distortions. Alongside the performance of these two pieces, originally written for solo piano (10 
minutes each), there are two reinterpretations of them, arranged by Matteo Manzitti e Stefano 
Guarnieri.  

Francesco Filidei is one of the world’s most esteemed italian composers. His extreme esthetic 
strips down the sound and undresses it of the typical ordinary colours. With a clear reference to 
folly, Esercizio di Pazzia n. 2 for 4 performers is a meaningful example of that. 

The last piece is “Eight Songs for a Mad King”, monodrama by Sir Peter Maxwell Davies with a 
libretto by Randolph Stow, based on words of George III. A masterpiece of the musical theater in 
the 1900s in which the madness of the king is scored through an extraordinary use of extended 
techniques for the vocality as well for the musical instruments. 

ROBERT SCHUMANN 
Gesänge der Frühe (arr. Stefano Guarnieri) 
Geistervariationen (arr. Matteo Manzitti) 

FRANCESCO FILIDEI 
Esercizio di Pazzia n.2 
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PETER MAXWELL DAVIES 
Eight Songs for a Mad King 

Ensemble Eutopia (6 players + conductor) 
Maurizio Leoni - Baritone 

Link to the performance: 
https://youtu.be/-GQPn3W_YMY 

DANGEROUS ZONE 

 

A concert with a high ratio of energy. Here music investigates topics which are normally 
marginalized because of their level of emotions. “Coming Together” and “Attica” are two pieces by 
Frederic Rzewski, a composer with strong civil passion and  internationally known for producing 
works of political and social issues. “Coming Together” reminds of thoughts and words by Sam 
Melville, detained in Attica: a consideration on his perception of the time passing by inside the 
prison.  

“O King”, written by Luciano Berio, is a musical miniature for Soprano and five Instruments, 
homage to Martin Luther King; it’s noteworthy that the name of the activist leader is just evoked 
during the piece and at the end it is clearly pronounced in a segmentation of phonemes, which 
make the evocative nature of this short masterpiece really intense.  

The program continues with “My Illness is the medicine I need” by Thomas Larcher, performed by 
Voice and three instruments; the piece has an outstanding expressive power since the text collects 
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statements from psychiatric patients and the music accompanies rhapsodically those stirrings of 
soul.  

The concert ends with “Bad Blood” for six Instruments by Carlo Boccadoro. Bad Blood is a 
powerful piece inspired from the book by James H. Jones, which denounced an illegal medical trial 
against black people. 

Frederic Rzewski 
Coming Together 

Luciano Berio 
O King 

Thomas Larcher 
My Illness is the medicine I need 

Carlo Boccadoro 
Bad Blood 

Eutopia Ensemble (1 Voice, 6 Players + Conductor) 

Links to the performances: 
https://youtu.be/UGb-m65oO9M O King-Luciano Berio 
https://youtu.be/BHBR6SFzZM0-  My Illness is the medicine I need-T.Larcher 
https://soundcloud.com/user-631929174/carlo-boccadoro-bad-blood-eutopia-ensemble Bad Blood-
Carlo Boccadoro 

PROFESSOR BAD TRIP 
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“Professor Bad Trip” was written by Fausto Romitelli for amplified ensemble and electronics. The 
work was inspired by the cartoonist and illustrator Gianluca Lerici (La Spezia, 1963 – 2006) and by 
the work of Henry Michaux, who was used to write under the effect of mescaline. “Professor Bad 
Trip” takes us into a journey of three steps (Lesson I, Lesson II, Lesson III), likewise a 
contemporary “Divine Comedy” where the mixing of unheard analogical effects of traditional 
instruments and electronic sound create a new acoustic experience. 

FAUSTO ROMITELLI  
Trash TV Trance 
Professor Bad Trip (lesson I. Lesson II, lesson III) 

Eutopia Ensemble (9 players + conductor) 

Link to the performances: 
https://youtu.be/9plDF9YeLU4   
https://youtu.be/tRJ5QtMs79E  

SONG FROM THE UPROAR 
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Amongst our three opera production, the most important is for sure Missy Mazzoli’s “Song from 
Uproar” , a work we had the honor to present as Europe premiere in Vienna thanks the support of 
Musiktheatertag Wien Festival and Fondazione Teatro della Tosse - Genova. 

“Song from Uproar” is a chamber opera for mezzo soprano, vocal quintet, five instruments and 
electronics; the plot is about the fascinating human story of Isabelle Eberhardt, writer and explorer 
who was living in between Nineteenth  and Twentieth century, a free spirit who rejected European 
social conventions and decided to travel around Maghreb area dressed as a man, living 
extraordinary adventures as we can read in her books, making her life a real anthropological, 
emotional and social experiment.  

A chamber opera of small dimension, but able to move and excite with great power. 

MISSY MAZZOLI 
Song From Uproar 

Eutopia Ensemble (5 musicians + conductor) 
Genoa Vocal Ensemble (5 singers) 
Mezzosoprano 

Trailer: 
https://vimeo.com/312691510 

YOGAKU 
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The Japanese word Yogaku is composed by grapheme yo (ocean, in the meaning of overseas, 
western, foreigner) and gaku (music), and suggests the japanese music production derived from 
European tradition. In the late Nineteenth century many young japanese musicians travelled to 
western countries to study in the most important music schools receiving a great influence on the 
way they conceive and compose music. Today Japan is one of the countries where contemporary 
music is more developed and appreciated. In the last 80 years the level and the numbers of very 
notable composers  has significantly increased and above all they has been able to synthesize the 
complexity of the European musical culture with Japanese identity. 

In this concert the music will be put beside the extraordinary videos by Stefano Giorgi, a visual 
artists from Turin who studied Oriental drawing and developed an analogic technique for live 
painting. This project was conceived by Yoichi Sugijama, one of the most important Japanese 
composer and conductor, who will lead Eutopia Ensemble in a journey across the Japanese music 
of the last 40 years. 

Tetsuo Kubo  
Quel giorno vidi il prato verde 

Yuki Urabe  
I colori dei bianchi 

Yoichi Sugiyama  
Divertimento 

Misato Mochizuki 
Voilages 

Eutopia Ensemble (6 musicians + conductor) 

Link to the performances: 

https://soundcloud.com/user-631929174/tetsuo-kubo-quel-giorno-vidi-il-prato-verde 
https://soundcloud.com/user-631929174/misato-mochizuki-voilages 

MOONS 

This concert is based on music by some of the most relevant female composers of the current 
scene. Charlotte Bray writes three short pieces for cello and clarinet using fragments inspirited 
from Thomas Hardy’s poems; Cheryl Hoad evokes the feeling of catharsis and restfulness trough 
an emotional piece modeled on the second movement of Beethoven’s Archduke Trio and inspired 
by an art work by Karen Green, the Forgiveness Machine, made after the death of her husband 
David Foster Wallace. Besides these young talents, we present two great and renowned 
personality: Kaija Saariaho, with Oi Kuu (For a moon), an exploration on common denominator and 
differences of colours between cello and bass clarinet, and Lera Auerbach, with is dark and 
incredibly powerful violin sonata. 

Closing the concert, the light and the joy of a quartet piece by the young Korean Sungji Hong. 
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Different point of view on composition, different musical traditions and cultural backgrounds for a 
broad and multicolored view of feminine in contemporary music. 

Cheryl Frances Hoad  
Forgiveness Machine  

Charlotte Bray  
Midnight Interludes 

Kaija Saariaho  
Oi Kuu  

Lera Auerbach  
Violin Sonata n.3  

Sungji Hong  
Evlogimenos  

Eutopia Ensemble (four players) 

Link to the performances: 

https://soundcloud.com/user-631929174/lera-auerbach-violin-sonata-n3- Auerbach-Sonata n.3 
https://soundcloud.com/user-631929174/cheryl-frances-hoad-forgiveness-machine- Cheryl 
Frances Hoad-Forgiveness Machine 
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LA PIENEZZA DEL VUOTO-FULLNES OF EMPTYNESS 

 

In this project Eutopia Ensemble Trio (violin, cello and piano) joins the dancer Maria Francesca 
Guerra to create the performance “Fullness of emptiness”, in which music converses with a new 
original choreography.  The music of Francesco Filidei, “Corde vuote”, suggests emptiness and 
clearness with the use of open strings for violin and cello; in Mauro Lanza’s work the sounds of  
prepared instruments and the metric patterns used create a process from simplicity to complexity 
in a kind of ‘comic crescendo’. Georg Friedrich Hass works on mystery and darkness, using a 
matrix of few notes growing up and disappearing in a few minutes intense sight. Alongside this big 
names, the project presents emerging italian composers like Stefano Guarnieri with “Involucri”, a 
short suite in four movements, and the two winners of the International Call of Scores 2019, 
Maurizio Azzan and Luca Benatti. 

Francesco Filidei 
Corde Vuote 

Georg Friedrich Haas 
…Ins Licht… 

Mauro Lanza 
John Conway in Gondola 
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Stefano Guarnieri 
Involucri 

Maurizio Azzan 
In Limine (winner of Call for score 2019) 

Luca Benatti 
Tessiture del vuoto (winner of  Call for score 2019) 

EXOTICA 2.0 

“Exotica” is a visionary piece in which six musicians have to interact with each other, improvising 
and performing with non-
european instruments. 

Kagel composed the piece in 
1972, in a world that didn’t 
know mass migration yet, 
that still had to experience 
the digital revolution with its 
countless consequences, a 
world so far away from the 
complex process cal led 
“globalization”. 

For such reasons today we 
cannot ignore the fact that 
the concept of “exotic” could 
and should be seen in a new 
light. The new version Exotica 2.0 put together european musicians and people from other 
countries in a shared performance in which different musical and cultural background are blended. 
We premiered this pieces with Banda di Caricamento, a world music ensemble consisting of 
musicians from non European countries, but the project could be exported and adapted to other 
matching of ensembles and groups of musicians. 

Kegel’s score is the skeleton and the new score quotes some excerpts of it, but the real source is 
the interaction between musicians, generating unpredictable and charming intrigues. 

Matteo Manzitti and  Stefano Guarnieri 
Exotica 2.0 

Excerpt: 
https://youtu.be/-yKlipyWBjM  
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FOLKSONGS, FROM BERIO TO NOWADAYS 

 

A project that counts on an impressive stage design created by Luigi Berio, multifaceted artist and 
Luciano Berio’s grandchild. 

The wonderful and timeless Folksongs arranged by Berio cross their paths with songs which have 
been rewritten and thought back by young composers like Orazio Sciortino or Gianluca Verlingeri. 
The project was realized in 2014 and in the meanwhile other scores were created and became part 
of the program, in the spirit of dreaming and looking for an encounter between classical and folk 
music. 

LUCIANO BERIO 
Folksongs 

ORAZIO SCIORTINO 
Canzuna 

GIANLUCA VERLINGERI 
Remembering 

Eutopia Ensemble (7 players + conductor) 
Giulia Beatini - Mezzosoprano 
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Links to the performances: 

https://youtu.be/YROwcV5vuw0  Orazio Sciortino-Canzuna  
https://youtu.be/MCgon2-aNXc  Berio-Folksongs 
https://youtu.be/zsJxy36T4Cw   Verlingeri-Rememebring 

 ARCHEOLOGICAL SEXTET 

 

On 1st July 2017 an evocative dance and music event took place in the archaeological site next to  
Giardini Luzzati in Genoa. 

Giovanni di Cicco, choreographer of the dance company DEOS, created an original choreography 
for six dancers on the music piece by Steve Reich “Double Sextet”, awarded with the Pulitzer Price 
for Music in 2009. Archaeological Sextet could be performed in any archaeological site in Italy and 
abroad. 

Steve Reich 
Double Sextect 

Eutopia Ensemble (6 players + conductor) 
DEOS (6 dancers) 
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Link audio/video 
https://vimeo.com/244518230?ref=fb-share&1&fbclid=IwAR3jyrC-Xcf-e2SOnc4tz3_QPRjDx4-
r_UTN3RSeoj45yahfcXc4u764QN8  

COMPOSITORI IN ERBA-BUDDING COMPOSERS 
 

In collaboration with Spinola Banna per l’Arte Foundation we have created an innovative project in 
educational area. 

“Compositori in Erba” (“Budding composers”) is an unusual experiment in teaching music. Why 
children do not compose music? We are used to learn music by reading and playing in early 
childhood, but creating new music could be a way to feel more involved in learning. The strategies 
employed are: the use of few musical notes and noises (playing papers, objects...), the motivation 
to think in terms of simple formal construction and to write music in unconventional notations and 
finally the exploration and the discovery of musical instruments. 

Since 2013 we have worked on this project in a primary school near Turin, where 8-11 years old 
children have been involved in the composition and in tperforming their own music together with 
member of Eutopia Ensemble, in different musical Festivals. 

Link to the trailer:  
https://youtu.be/_5qqYBES_bk  
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IN THE PENAL COLONY 

  

The first contemporary opera we staged, in co-production with  Teatro della Tosse, was “In the 
Penal Colony” by Philip Glass: a multimedia show of great impact, thanks to the impressive videos 
by Luca Riccio and the direction by Emanuele Conte. The story, based on Kafka’s novel, is about 
the terrible torture-machine that writes on the prisoner’s skin his guilty sentence with needles, until 
his death. The Opera first performed in 2000 year, today is one of the most popular among the 
works by Philip Glass 

Philipp Glass 
In the penal colony 

Eutopia Ensemble (five players) 
Two singers (tenor and baritone) 
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